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Abstract—Development and assessment of the secure in the Mobile Adhoc networks (MANET) for real time
applications makes several numbers of the attacks problems during data transmission. It becomes more motivated
area for several numbers of researches to study the impact of security problem during the development stage of
MANET. In order to meet this type of the problems in MANET, in this work propose a novel security schema along
with certificate revocation during data transmission process. The generation of the key values for each user for each
certificate plays major important role to perform this process in this work presents a novel hybrid cubes certificate
encryption (HCCE) scheme is proposed in this work for security in MANET. To enhance the security of the schema
the reliability of the organization is proposed to formulate warned nodes and normal nodes before recovering them.
The experimentation results of the proposed HCCE scheme are evaluated by simulation analysis. It shows that the
proposed certificate revocation scheme is successful and well-organized to assurance secure communications in
mobile ad hoc networks.
Keywords— Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), Certificate Revocation, security, threshold, encryption, Hybrid
Cubes Certificate Encryption (HCCE).
I.
INTRODUCTION
Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) have been used in several areas in recent years or earlier work because of their
mobility, self-motivated topology, and ease of operation. Securing of MANET be supposed to become a major challenge
and it is enormously considerable to assess secure MANET software in real time applications. The real time security
system in the MANET includes the following four major steps (Fig.1). Primary, should realize application aim since the
final examination of achievement used for a safe MANET is how fine the MANET application attain its considered
operation goal in spite of threats and attacks. This helps us plan experimentation, together with the alternative of test
cases and valuation models. In third stage of the process, require a come up through a set of suspiciously intended attack
situation. A great deal like further testing in software engineering order, this must appear following a widespread analysis
of the possible threats to MANET objectives and the set of test cases must cover these threats expansively. Methodical
approaches approximating attack categorization [1] second-hand in protected MANET test case progress.

Fig. 1. The Circle of Securing MANET
Securing of MANET be supposed to become a major challenge for these network services. Make use of security [2-3]
is so of most important in MANET networks. Provisioning confined transmission communications among mobile nodes
in an aggressive situation caused by malicious attacker to interrupt network security in MANETs. Certificate
management is an extensively second-hand method which provide as a means of transmission confidence in a public key
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communications [4] to safe network services. An absolute safety resolution designed for certificate managing must
include three major parts: prevention, detection, and revocation. Several number of research work have been done in
these areas, such as certificate distribution [5], attack detection [6-7], and certificate revocation [8-9]. Certification is a
necessity to safe network transmission communications. It is embodied as a information formation in which the public
key is generated to each attribute by using digital signature algorithm , and can be second-hand to confirm with the
intention of a public key be in the right place to an character and to thwart corrupting attacks in MANET.
Several number of the research has been done to detect the malicious attacks from MANET. Some of the other type of
the attacks in the network also identified in earlier work as earlier as possible. Among them all of the methods in the
network one of the most important method certificate revocations plays major important role and eliminate the certificate
of nodes if the specific node is identified is as attacker node. If the specific node is found as misbehaved node then the
selected node is removed from MANET, their activities of the nodes are also stopped instantaneously. The major aim of
the research work is to solve the problem of the network security based on the creation of the certificate authority that
provides more security in MANETs to confirm the authenticity of the user, to improve the security in this work proposed
a hybrid cubes certificate encryption (HCCE) for MANET.
The entire procedure of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2, study the Background knowledge of existing
certificate revocation techniques in MANETs, and analyze both advantages and disadvantages of these Schemes. Section
3 studies the procedure of the proposed hybrid cubes certificate encryption revocation that introduces the certificate
revocation process. In Section 4 measure the performance evaluation of our scheme. Finally, conclude the paper in
Section 5 and scope of the future work also mentioned.
.
II. BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE
In earlier work MANET with security schema there are two categories of the schema was proposed such as voting and
non-voting based schema. Voting based URSA scheme is developed by Luo et al [10] .It is to force out nodes of
MANET which are hateful. Apprehension and revocation of the certificates are completed through the neighbors of lately
joined nodes. In URSA, every one node exchanges were monitoring information each and every one the way through its
neighbors which is discovered through one-hop monitoring. URSA is not capable to determine its issue in concentrate on
false claim beginning the attacking nodes.
Arboit et al. [11] consent each and every one node in the network to choose mutually. It is different from URSA in the
method nodes vote through variable weights. It is determined based on the parameters of dependability and honesty of
the node determined from its past communication. And this facilitate in rising accurateness of credential revocation. In
this each and every one node leads a high transportation overhead and larger revocation time.
A new method based in the security mechanism with certificate revocation is introduced in [12] through only one
duration of time. Thus the condemning node is given up itself since its credential is also invalidated. The proposed
certificate mechanism removes the number of attacker in the MANET through improving the security of the network.
This mechanism decrease together time necessary to remove a node and interactions over head appropriate in the
direction of its desperate strategy. But the major problem of the work the proposed methods doesn’t identify the falsely
nodes from malicious attackers ,it is also becomes major important issue ,so the results of the MANET becomes less
accuracy and some of the attackers nodes still not identified. New certificate based revocation schema follows the
clustering procedure [13]. Each node in the MANET is formed as cluster. The message send by user from source to
destination node is managed by certificate authority where the accused node is stored in warning list (WL) and accuser
node is stored in blacklist (BL), correspondingly. Through some particular neighboring node based results the malicious
attacker node is invalidated. It furthermore deals through the concern of forged allegation with the intention of facilitate
the falsely accused node to be present unconcerned from the BL through its cluster head (CH).
Comprehensive survey of the security design based on the trust is studied in [13-14]. To calculate trust assessment,
the majority of this scheme makes use of information based on two categories .In the initial category of the information
neighboring nodes information is collected from each node in the network and this can be completed through
eavesdropping nodes. The remaining information is considered as second hand information.
Trust-based voting
mechanism with clustering scheme is introduced in [15]. It estimates the constancy of node all the way through calculate
the neighbor alteration ratio and the remaining battery power. To select CHs through via the voting method based on the
votes value.
III. PROPOSED HYBRID CUBES CERTIFICATE ENCRYPTION REVOCATION METHODOLOGY
In this paper presents a novel hybrid cubes based certificate encryption schema, before that we specified the details of
the certificate revocation schema, and then introduce the hybrid cubes certification encryption procedure. To invalidate a
malicious attacker’s certificate three major important stages are followed in this work, these stages are accusing,
verifying, and notifying. The certificate revocation process starts with identification of the malicious nodes and normal
nodes to distinguish the attacks from normal nodes. For example, assume that M be the malicious attacker one hop data
transmission to identify the normal and malicious nodes in the network, as shown in Fig. 2, the certificate revocation
schema procedure is described in the following manner:
Step 1: Consider a B, C, D, and E is the neighboring nodes which are identified from the malicious node M.
Step 2: Each and every one of the node send as packet from source to destination based on the CA alongside M.
Step 3: According to the earliest established packet the CA hold B and minimum to WL and BL, correspondingly,
following authenticate the authority of node B.
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Step 4: The CA broadcast the revocation communication to each and every one nodes in the MANET.
Step 5: Nodes modify their local WL and BL correspondingly to invalidate M be the malicious attacker certificate.
WL BL
E
B
M
CA
B

D

C

WL
CH
CM

AP
Broadcast

Fig. 2. Revoking a node’s certificate
Accordingly, the probability with the intention of present are accurately m usual nodes (m individual a nonnegative
integer, 𝑚 = 0, 1, 2, . . . within the data communication area S along with attacker node, is equal to ,
(
𝜆𝑚 𝑒 −𝜆 (𝜃𝜌𝑆)𝑀 𝑒 −𝜃𝜌𝑆
𝑃𝑟 𝑚 =
=
1)
𝑚!
𝑚!
where ρ specifies density value for each nodes and θ is denoted as the total number of normal nodes in the network.
As examined above, the total number of normal nodes is reduced. When 𝑚 = 0 there is no usual nodes obtainable inside
the attackers transmission range, their probability value is specified as ,
(
𝑃𝑟 𝑚 = 0 = 𝑒 −𝜃𝜌𝑆
2)
From (2), the probability 𝑃𝑟 𝑚 = 0 significantly enhance through the reduced density 𝜌 ; the effectiveness of
distinguishing malicious attackers is considerably concentrated. Probability 𝑃𝑟 𝑚 = 0 should be concentrated to
promise a total number of normal nodes in the MANET to validate and normal nodes rapidly. The following principles
are specified to calculate the threshold value for each certificate.
Policy 1: Minimizing False Release Probability: In the primary policy, make a decision 𝐾 through probability 𝑃𝑓 𝐾
with 𝑁 neighbors nodes. This probability 𝑃𝑓 𝐾 is calculated as follows:
𝑁
(
𝑁 𝑖
𝑃𝑓 𝐾 =
𝑝 (1 − 𝑝)𝑁−𝑖
3)
𝑖
𝑖=𝐾

Here, 𝑝 specifies the probability value for each node with incorrectly discharging nodes beginning the WL based on
threshold K.
Policy 2: Maximizing Correct Release Probability
In the second policy determine the probability Pc K determination be effectively released from the WL.
N
(
N
Pc K =
(1 − p)i pN−i
4)
i
i=K

where (1 − p) denotes the probability value of each node take part in accurate accusation.
Policy 3: Maximizing Accuracy
Identify with the purpose of there is a substitution among the 𝑃𝑓 𝐾 and Pc K way to find the value of the threshold K.
𝛾 𝐾 = 𝑃𝑐 𝐾 − 𝑃𝑓 𝐾

(
5)

Hybrid cubes certificate encryption
Hybrid cubes certificate encryption methods follows the procedure of permutation integer value as major value to find
the encryption key value based on Orthogonal Latin square to combine several number of information of nodes in
balanced manner for Balanced Block Mixer. In this work there are n number of the cubes are present in Hybrid cubes
certificate encryption Algorithm [16] . The transformation is achieve through varying the categorize of the sub-cubes
through shifting , rotating rows and columns all along its cube plane. Conversely, permutation via straightforward
mixture of row-shift and column-shift was established in the direction of exist fragile alongside Differential ChosenPlaintext attack [17]. Based on this problem only motivate to perform improvement of compound permutation used for
part of cipher propose. Granboulan et al [18] importance the necessitate designed for pseudo-random permutation with
random set.
Encryption methods: Key schedule algorithm create secret keys and it becomes more important ,plays major part of
role in the implementation of the cluster certificate based encryption schema and decryption procedure. Among them all
of the procedure the procedure of encryption algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3.
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Fig 3. Basic Components of Symmetric Block Cipher
In this work the plaintext or original node information are encrypted using the secret key generated from key generation
algorithm along with certificate authority for each node also maintained , the following possible number of bit value
based on the keys such as 128-bit key , 192-bit and 256 -bit key are generated through potential key combination. The
selected key bit value the data are encrypted and decrypted.
Decryption Process: it is same like as encryption except that the ciphertext information of each node is decrypted using
decryption keys. It is performed based on the creation of confusion and diffusion procedure.
Kerchoffs’s Principle: According to this principle, the strength of entire encryption and decryption procedure are
measured. These principles ensure with the intention of they be no secret codes fixed through the unique designer of the
cipher. In addition, cryptographic community is able to explicitly estimate the appropriateness of its basic arithmetical
formulation.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, measure the performance accuracy of the proposed HHCE scheme and existing nonvoting, CCRVC
schema, this procedure is implemented through the help of network simulator, Qualnet 4.0 [19]. To show the purpose of
there is a substitution among the 𝑃𝑓 𝐾 and Pc K way to find the value of the threshold K is compared with existing
values and measure the results of the various K values . To estimate the accuracy of the proposed HHCE scheme, run
simulation under various categories on the nodes and compare them with the existing schemes. The revocation time of
the HHCE schema estimate the effectiveness and dependability of CR in the existence of malicious attacks. For each
experiment of proposed HHCE scheme and existing nonvoting, CCRVC schema, obtain the average results from 50
simulation runs. Table 1 specifies the significant parameters second-hand in the simulation.
TABLE 1: SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameter
Value
Node placement
Mobility model

Uniform
distribution
Random waypoint

Terrain dimensions

1000m *1000m

Transmission range

250m

Node speed

1m/2-10m/s

CH chosen probability ,R

0.3

Cluster update interval

20s

Voting time period

10s

Simulation time

600s
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Fig. 4. The number of warned nodes in WL
In this graph measure the results of the proposed HHCE schema and existing CCRVC, Nonvoting schema based on
the malicious nodes vs number of warned nodes in the network. It is clearly experimented that the number of warned
nodes becomes less in the proposed methods when compare to existing methods .It can observe with the intention of the
total number of nodes in the WL is more or less equal to total number of malicious nodes in the network.
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Fig. 5. Revocation time vs. methods
In this graph measure the results of the proposed HHCE schema and existing CCRVC, Nonvoting schema based on
the number of attacker nodes vs revocation time in the network. It is clearly experimented that the number of attacker
nodes the revocation time taken to complete the process becomes less when compare to existing methods .It can observe
that if the total number of attacker nodes increases the revocation time of the proposed HHCE schema is less when
compare to existing methods.
V.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, majorly study the problem of the secure communications in MANET based on the creation of certificate
revocation of attacker nodes. In this paper proposed a hybrid cubes certificate encryption revocation scheme come
together through the qualities to revoke malicious certificate and solves the security problem. The scheme can revoke an
indict node based on a single node’s accusation, as compared to the voting-based mechanism. In addition to invalidate a
malicious attacker’s certificate three major important stages are followed in this work, these stages are accusing,
verifying, and notifying, thus improving the accuracy as compared to the conventional methods such as non-voting based
mechanism, CCRVC scheme. Particularly, proposed HCCE discharge and re-establish the reasonable nodes, and to
progress the number of presented normal nodes in the MANET. It shows that the proposed certificate revocation scheme
is successful and well-organized to assurance secure communications in mobile ad hoc networks. Our future work
motivation incorporates a better programming concept for attacks. Then determination develops a scripting language
move toward, where attack development can be articulated in a structure with the intention of is straightforwardly
reasonable through individual and executable through machine.
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